The vibrational redistribution of energy following internal conversion in glyoxal has been studied in a molecular beam using the "pump-and-probe" technique. A beam of glyoxal is initially pumped from So to a selected vibronic level of Sl. After internal conversion occurs, a tunable dye laser is used to probe the hot band absorption of the molecules by re-excitation into Sl. The total fluorescence as a function of probe laser wavelength is observed. The excitation spectrum is broad and featureless in the red but shows sharp structure in the vicinity of the pump laser wavelength. However, the sharp structure depends on the portion of the rotational contour excited. The experimental results show that the redistribution of energy is nonstatistical among the isoenergetic levels. This is explained by assuming that combination bands of low quanta of vibrations are the accepting levels in the internal conversion process and that these accepting levels undergo slow energy redistribution.
The current understanding of molecules having a high degree of vibrational excitation is incomplete. For energies near the ground state the molecular motions will be quasiperiodic; each trajectory is related to the next by using low-order perturbation theory to include effects of anharmonicity. The energy stays almost completely in the initial combination of excited normal modes. For energies far above the ground state, the molecular motion becomes quasiergodic; for sufficiently large time intervals the trajectories are uncorrelated and energy flows rapidly among the modes. The former regime is quantum mechanical (or classical); the latter regime is stochastic and a statistical description is the more appropriate. 1 The transition between the quasiperiodic and the quasiergodic regime is not sharp. 2.3 An outstanding question is to find the conditions, if any, for which the intramolecular exchange of energy is slow compared to other processes such as photon re-emission, isomerization, fragmentation, or subsequent chemical reaction. Based on the successes of RRKM theory' to account for the unimolecular decomposition rates of energized molecules, it is commonly held that vibrational energy is rapidly randomized relative to all other processes at total energies for which the vibrationallevel density is large.
In the present work we used the "pump-and-probe" technique 5 to study vibrational energy redistribution in the high vibrational levels of the electronic ground state (So), following internal conversion in glyoxal (CHOCHO). Glyoxal was chosen because its spectroscopy and radiative properties are well known. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Under collisionless conditions no intersystem crossing (S1-T 1 ) is detected, 8, 9, 11 and no photochemistry occurs. 9, 13, 14 The lifetimes of the vibrationless level and the 8 1 level are 2.4 and 0.87 jJ.s, respectively, 11(al compared to the calculated radiative lifetime of 2.6 to 15 jJ.S. 11 (a), (bl Therefore, more than 50% of the energy in S1 is transferred to the ground state by internal conversion. In the case of glyoxal we find that although the molecule has about 22,000 cm-1 of energy in excess of the ground state, and al Present address: Department of Chemistry, Harvard University. Cambridge, MA 02138.
a vibrational level density of about 10 8 /cm-1 at this energy, the distribution of internal energy is distinctly nonstatistical among the isoenergetic vibrational levels. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup. The molecular beam machine consists of a stainless steel cross to which a differentially pumped excitation/ detection vacuum chamber is attached. Inside the cross is the beam source, which consists of a stainless steel tube terminating in a 25 jJ. glass capillary array. This array allows us to maintain a large flux of molecules (-1. 5 x 10 15 molecules cm -2 sec -1) while remaining within the effusive regime.
EXPERIMENT
The glyoxal (Sigma Chem. Co.) was obtained in the form of a trimeric dihydrate. Before each experiment, glyoxal monomer was produced by heating the trimer in the presence of P205' 11 The product was distilled directly under vacuum into a large trap kept in dry iceacetone. Then the trap is connected to the beam source tube (see Fig. 1 ). During the experiment the trap is immersed in ice water to prevent polymerization. The glyoxal pressure is controlled by a needle valve between the trap and the tube.
The effusive beam of glyoxal is defined by a collimating hole. A liquid-nitrogen-cooled trap is placed close to the collimation region to remove the scattered glyoxal molecules. In order to stay within the effusive limit the back pressure is maintained below 0.5 Torr, as measured by a Barocel capacitance manometer. The pressure in the chamber is measured by an ionization gauge. The density of molecules in the beam can be calculated from the flux. It is typically less than 7x 10 10 molecules cm-3 • This density divided by four gives the "effective density" which describes the collisional frequency. Under our conditions the average time between collisions in the beam is on the order of a second (effective pressure ~ 8 x 10-7 Torr). Therefore, we speak of the glyoxal molecules in the beam as isolated, i. e., in a collisionless environment. glyoxal is pumped by a laser tuned to a vibronic transition (SO-S1)' A second laser beam directed antiparallel to the first is tuned to a hot band of the glyoxal molecule. By observing the total undispersed fluorescence induced by the probe beam as a function of its wavelength, the energy redistribution is studied.
The excitation source used initially in this study was the 4545 A line of a cw argon ion laser (CR2 Coherent Radiation, -40 mW), which pumps the 0-0 band of the So-S1 transition. The probe laser was a scannable nitrogen pumped dye laser (Avco N2 laser, Molectron DL100 dye laser). The signal is very sensitive to the alignment. In order to observe a signal the two laser beams either are aligned collinearly in space or the probe beam is displaced along the direction of the molecular beam with respect to the pump beam. The latter arrangement maximizes the signal. Because of the use of long baffle arms to minimize the scattered light, the displacement was limited to only a few millimeters. The use of a cw laser in this experiment has the disadvantage that cw radiation produces a constant fluorescent background which decreases the SiN ratio. The use of a pulsed laser allows one to gate out the fluorescent background and the scattered light.
In our second series of experiments we initially used a home-built nitrogen pumped dye laser with a bandwidth of 0.5 A. Later we used a commercial Nd: YAG pumped dye laser system (Quanta-Ray). This system can provide high power with a narrow bandwidth. At 440 nm (dye Coumarin 440) typically 2 mJ can be produced with a bandwidth of 0.2 cm-1 • The pump laser pulse starts a delay generator which triggers the probe laser (Fig. 2) . The delay time between the two lasers is typically set between 0.7 -1. 2 j.J.see. In some experiments the delay was extended to 5 J1.see.
We observe the fluorescence USing an EM! 62568 photomultiplier located perpendicular to the laser beams and to the molecular beam. In order to increase the efficiency of the light collection a lens {flO. 8) images the interaction zone on the photomultiplier face. For broadband detection various glass cutoff filters are placed before the photomultiplier in order to reduce the scattered light.
The output of the photomultiplier feeds into a boxcar integrator (Princeton Applied Research Model 162 mainframe with a model 164 plug-in). The photomultiplier output can also be connected to the boxcar through a wide-band preamplifier (PAR model 115) when the signal level is low. The boxcar is triggered by tqe delay generator. The signal is maximized for very short lifetimes by triggering the gate simultaneously with the sec0nd laser. The gate width used was 5 nsec, since the 
The pump-and-probe scheme for determining the vibrational energy distribution in glyoxal following internal conversion. The total energy of the molecule is illustrated on the left, while one possible distribution of energy among the normal modes is shown on the right. In the latter the vertical arrows illustrate a transition induced by the probe laser.
induced fluorescence by the probe laser has a comparable lifetime. Figure 3 illustrates the pump-and-probe technique for studying internal conversion in isolated glyoxal molecules. The pump laser prepares the molecule in a specific vibronic level of SI' The present experiments select either the origin or the 8 1 level. The probe laser provides an additional energy of about 2 eV to the molecule. We observe the emission following the probe laser excitation. This emission has a significantly shorter lifetime (in the nanosecond regime) than the fluorescence from glyoxal induced by the pump laser. By using Corning filters we determined that the emission spectrum has crudely the same wavelength dependence as the fluorescence from SI excited by the pump laser. Signal-tonoise limitations prevented us from further dispersing the emission spectrum with the present setup. We conclude that the emission corresponds to transitions from high vibrational levels of SI to So. By high vibrational levels we mean those in which the molecule has high energy content. This can be achieved by deposition of the energy in high overtones or combination bands (see Fig.  3 ). At total energies in excess of 4 eV, the glyoxal molecule may isomerize or dissociate, but we rule out that an excited photofragment is responsible for the observed emission. Figure 4 shows the excitation spectrum in the region of the origin obtained using the cw argon ion laser (4545 A) as the pump laser. The sanie spectrum results using a pulsed dye laser tuned to the same wavelength as the pump source. The upper trace [Fig. 4(a)] shows the excitation spectrum when the pump laser is off. It has the same appearance as seen previously. 16 When the pump laser is turned on, the peak of the (0,0) excitation spectrum falls and a new sharp feature rises near the pump laser wavelength [ Fig. 4(b) ]. As the background pressure in the excitation/detection chamber is increased [Figs. 4(c) , (d)], the (0,0) peak is restored and the new sharp feature decreases. To shorter wavelengths (Fig. 5 ) the excitation spectrum is highly structured, while at longer wavelengths ( Fig. 6 ) a broad, weak featureless spectrum appears.
RESULTS
The signal to noise is Significantly increased when a broad band (0.5 ' A bandwidth) pulsed dye laser is used to pump the 8~ transition 17 at 4403 ' A. The improvement is caused by the efficiency of the internal conversion process from this level (Tn -0.87 IJ.sec). In this case a sharp spectrum is observed also to the red of the pump frequency (Figs. 7 and 8) . Further to the red, once again a broad and unresolved excitation spectrum appears (Fig. 9 ) whose shape changes with increaSing background pressure.
Studies were also made using a narrow band (0.2 cm-l ) dye laser as the pump source. We found a strong dependence of the sharp features on the laser wavelength as it is tuned over the rotational contour of the 8~ band (Fig. 10) . The sharp structure can be made to disappear [ Fig. 10(b) ], although no significant effect was observed either in the red portion of the excitation spectrum or in the total fluorescence intensity induced by the pump laser.
Over the range that we are able to delay the probe laser (0.7 to 5 jJ.sec) with respect to the pump laser, we observe no change in the form of the excitation spectrum within our signal to noise. tially prepared excited level of SI contributes in a major way to the observed excitation spectrum. By comparison with the known fluorescence spectrum l2 from 8t, it was established that some contribution from this process may occur around 4617 and 4580 A, but no contribution could be found to the red of these lines. The present experimental configuration is not ideal for measuring pressure effects on the fluorescence emission. Nevertheless we observe significant variation in this signal by changing the background pressure in the excitation/detection chamber and the density of molecules in the effusive beam (Figs. 4 and 9) . A quantitative determination cannot be made for the cross section for collision-induced energy redistribution. However we estimate that this cross section is quite large, on the order of 500 A 2 • Thus, this collision-induced process can be important even at pressures as low as 1 m Torr. At the lowest background pressures and beam fluxes we observe no collision-induced change in the excitation spectrum. Cross sections of similar size have been reported previously for other polyatomic molecules, 18, 19 suggesting that this effect might be a common phenomenon. Not only must one take account of collision-induced energy redistribution in the intepretation of many studies of radiationless transitions but we suggest that it may also playa significant role in understanding many infrared multiphoton absorption processes.
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DISCUSSION
The laser pump-and-probe technique has been used to investigate the internal conversion of isolated glyoxal molecules in real time. This technique is quite general and promises to open for more detailed study the photophysical behavior of molecules undergoing radiationless transitions. In particular, it can provide direct information on the nature of ground state molecules possessing high vibrational energy content.
The present study raises several questions concerning the nature of the internal conversion process and the subsequent fate of the internal energy:
(1) Why does the excitation spectrum show resolved features near the wavelength of the pump laser, although the density of vibrational levels is on the order of 10 8 / cm-1 ?
(2) Why does the structured portion of the excitation spectrum change with pump laser wavelength? (3) Why is the red shift of the excitation spectrum small relative to the absorption spectrum if the molecules are so "hot" (have such high internal energy content)?
(4) Why is the energy redistribution not equipartitioned among all isoenergetic levels, and why is it not completed on the time scale of our experiment (0. 7 -
In the following discussion we attempt to answer these questions and present a model that provides a unified picture of the internal conversion and energy redistribution process. According to this model, energy flows from the initially selected vibronic level in S1 to only a small subset of the manifold of isoenergetic vibrational levels in So by internal conversion. Most of these energy levels are combination bands of low overtones. Each mode is populated to a small extent but the sum of the energies in each mode equals the energy initially deposited in the molecule. Because of the low quantum numbers for each vibration, the anharmonicity is not significant and energy does not transfer between modes during the time of observation.
The present understanding of internal conversion is still in flux and is a subject of much research activity. 21, 22 However, a starting point for treating internal conversion in large molecules is provided by the Fermi golden rule expression for the rate 23 (1)
where Pn is the density of the vibrational levels in the ground state n and the matrix element, V mv'. nv", connecting the excited state mv' to the ground state nv" has the approximate form 
4930~
( 2) where the total wave function is written as the product of an electronic wave function lJ/(q, Q) and a vibrational wavefunction X(Q), and the summation is over all normal modes. As can be seen from Eq. (2), the vibronic energy in SI is not partitioned equiprobably among all isoenergetic levels in the ground state. Since the symmetry of SI is Au and that of So is A .. , only normal modes of au symmetry (called the promoting modes) contribute to the summation in Eq. (2). As Table I After a time on the order of a microsecond, a probe laser interrogates the molecule. If the initial distribution of vibrational energy levels in So does not undergo extensive energy redistribution, then structured features will appear in the excitation spectrum in the vicinity of the pump laser wavelength. Most of the modes have a lower vibrational frequency in SI than in So (see Table I ). Therefore many of the combination bands will absorb energy which is red shifted relative to the pump laser wavelength. Indeed, only a limited number of combination bands can absorb energy in the wavelength region near the pump laser and these combination bands must contain overtones of 111 and/or 1112 to offset the red shift of the other modes. Consequently, one expects to observe sharper structure in the blue than the red.
Let us consider in more detail the red shift in the excitation spectrum. In addition to the fact that the vibrational frequencies are lower on the average in SI than in So, there is another contribution to the red shift. As the vibrational quantum number V~' of mode k increases, transitions to v~ '" V~I become stronger. Thus the population of high overtones of a mode will cause more extensive red shifting than the population of combination bands having the same energy. In this experiment no strong signal could be observed when the probe laser is scanned over the wavelength region 5000-7000 A. Because the excitation spectrum shows relatively small red shifting, we conclude that combination bands of low overtones are primarily responsible for accepting the energy, i. e., are the accepting levels.
In many theoretical treatments of radiationless processes, high overtones are assumed to accept the energy. 24, 25 This study on glyoxal suggests a counterex- ample. Indeed, combination bands of low overtones may explain several outstanding puzzles. For example, in benzene it has not been possible to obtain a reasonable rate constant for intersystem crossing calculated by assuming a Lorentzian line shape of the overtone (accepting mode). 26 This is contrary to experimental results that show that the overtones have Lorentzian line shapes. 27 The contribution from combination bands as accepting levels may reconcile this discrepancy. This may also explain the small deuteration effect observed in the radiationless processes of some polyatomic molecules, whereas calculations in which overtones are primarily the accepting modes predict isotope effects that are too large. 28 The change of the structured portion of the excitation spectrum with pump laser bandwidth points to a rotational dependence of the radiationless process. This may be caused by (a) different vibrational levels of So coming into resonance with the rovibronic level of S1 at different excitation energies and (b) a rotational dependence of the internal conversion rate. The latter cannot be seen in Eq. (2) which was derived by assuming that the projection of the rotational angular momentum on the molecular top axis is constant. Rotational dependence of radiationless transitions has been observed previously in several other molecules. 19, 29, 30 Based on the RRKM theory the vibrational energy redistribution rate is expected to be proportional to the density of vibrational levels. At the pump energy in this experiment (-22 000 cm -1), the vibrational level density is so high (about l08/cm-1) that it might be supposed that the internal energy is statistically distributed among all isoenergetic levels even though the internal conversion process selectively deposits energy in a few levels. Moreover, the energy redistribution should occur rapidly, i. e., on the order of picoseconds, giving a width to each accepting level.
To test this picture a computer program was written that determined the spectral transition for each isoenergetic level in the range of the excitation spectrum where signal was observed (see Appendix). Some simple approximations were made. Each level was assumed to have a width of 1 cm-1 • Only ~v = 0 transitions were allowed. POSSible contributions from cis-glyoxal to the excitation spectrum in this region were neglected since the region 31 is shifted to the red (4875 A). Figure 11 presents the computer si,mulated excitation spectrum.
A comparison of Fig. 11 with Figs. 7 and 8 shows that this model is unable to reproduce our observations. This conclUSion still holds if ~v = ± 1 transitions are also included. We take this as a demonstration that part of the energy following internal conversion is not statistically distributed among all isoenergetic levels, even after several microseconds have elapsed. Not only is the presence of sharply structured features evidence for nonstatistical energy redistribution but the fact that these features depend sensitively on the pump wavelength also supports this conclusion. In diatomic molecules the total energy can be uniquely associated with the extent of vibrational excitation. However, in polyatomic molecules there are a large number of combina-~ FIG. 11. Simulated excitation spectrum for glyoxal assuming the energy of internal conversion is partitioned statistically among the isoenergetic levels (see Appendix). When the density of transitions exceeded 15 per reCiprocal centimeter, the spectrum was taken as structureless within this region.
tions of vibrations with the same total energy. Therefore, if the pump-and-probe experiment is viewed only in terms of the total energy (left side of Fig. 3 ), this might cause confusion. In this study of internal conversion in glyoxal we believe that the total energy deposited in the molecule is distributed mainly among combination bands of low overtones (right side of Fig. 3) . Moreover, it is these combination bands that are responsible for the structured features in the excitation spectrum and it is their low anharmonicity that explains the incomplete energy redistribution that is observed. This study may be the first instance where quasiperiodic levels at high vibrational energies have been experimentally detected. It may be possible in the future to assign these structured features. The computer program we have written already is able to predict the location of such features within a few reciprocal centimeters of where they are found. If this possibility is realized, then the high vibrational levels of ground state molecules are opened for spectroscopic study.
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APPENDIX: COMPUTER SIMULATED EXCITATION SPECTRA OF VIBRATIONALL Y EXCITED POLYATOMIC MOLECULES
This appendix describes a computer program used to generate an excitation spectrum for a poly atomic molecule having a vibrational energy Ey. The program counts and identifies all levels having the energy Ey. Then the absorption spectrum is calculated based on a knowledge of the upper and lower state vibrational frequencies. This program is general. However, in what follows we restrict the discussion to internal conversion Figure 12 illustrates this search procedure for the simple case of two unequal frequencies.
The above search procedure becomes quite time consuming as Ey increases in size. We limited the search to those combinations whose overtones of modes does not exceed some set number. This restriction corresponds to rejecting combinations that have highly unfavorable vibrational overlap with the initially excited. level in S1 [see Eq. (2)].
In the case of glyoxal, some of the frequencies are unknown in S1 (see Table I ). For these modes we assumed no frequency change. The program assumes harmonic behavior; anharmonic corrections can easily be added, if known. In simulating the excitation spectrum shown in Fig. 11 , the pump laser was assumed to have a bandwidth of 3 cm-1 and the excitation spectrum a resolution of 1 c m -1.
The program also lists the transitions that occur in some chosen energy range of the spectrum. This permits tentative assignments to be made. For example, consider the structured feature at 4580 A in Fig. 7 , which lies 150 cm-1 to the red of the origin. As stated before, only combinations with odd quanta (overtones) of "7 and/or "6 can be accepting levels according to symmetry. With the assumptions that "7 is the promoting mode, only one quanta of "7 is populated, and 
